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A REMARK ON TRANSITIVITY OF GALOIS ACTION
ON THE SET OF UNIQUELY DIVISIBLE ABELIAN
EXTENSIONS IN Ext1(E(Q),Λ)
MISHA GAVRILOVICH
BALLIOL COLLEGE, OXFORD
Abstrat. We study Galois ation on Ext1(E(Q),Z2) and in-
terpret our results as partially showing that the notion of a path
on a omplex ellipti urve E an be haraterised algebraially.
The proofs show that our results are just onise reformulations of
Kummer theory for E as well as the desription of Galois ation
on the Tate module.
Namely, we prove (a),(b) below by showing they are equivalent
to () whih is well-known: (a) group Gal(Q/Q) ats transitively
on the set of uniquely divisible abelian EndE-module extensions of
E(Q) of algebrai points of an ellipti urve, by Λ ∼= Z2, (b) natu-
ral algebrai properties haraterise uniquely the Poinaré's funda-
mental groupoid of a omplex ellipti urve, restrited to the alge-
brai points, () up to nite index, the image of the Galois ation
on the sequenes (Pi)i>0, jPij = Pi, i, j > 0 of points Pi ∈ Ek(Q)
is as large as possible with respet to linear relations between the
oordinates of the points Pi's.
Our original motivations ome from model theory.
...et on ajoutera:je ne sais pas le reste
1. Introdution
1.1. Abelian group extensions. The universal overing spae of an
ellipti urve A = E is just C; the linear struture on C plays an
important rle in the theory of (omplex) ellipti urves as algebrai
varieties. This suggests that the relevant linear struture on C is de-
termined up to isomorphism by the algebrai urve itself. A uniquely
divisible abelian extension of the group E(C) with kernel Z2 desribes
suh a linear struture; thus, the above onsiderations suggest that
suh an extension is unique, up to an automorphism Aut(C/Q).
The next proposition partially onrms these suggestions. We on-
jeture it holds for C and in general, any algebraially losed eld of
zero harateristi.
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Proposition 1. Let E be an ellipti urve dened over a number eld
k ⊂ Q. Assume that all the endomorphisms of E are denable over
k. If EndE = Z, then the Galois group Gal(Q/Q) ats transitively
on the set of uniquely divisible abelian extensions Ext1
AbGroups
(E(Q),Λ)
of E(Q) by Λ ∼= Z2. If EndE 6= Z, then there are at most nitely
many orbits on the set of uniquely divisible EndE-module extensions
in Ext1EndE-mod(E(Q),Λ) of EndE-modules.
Here Λ denotes the kernel of EndE-module overing map C→ E(C).
We prove the proposition by an indutive argument using Kummer
theory of E and the desription of the Galois ation on Tate module;
moreover, the proof shows that Proposition 1 is equivalent to these
arithmeti results.
1.2. An algebrai notion of a path up to homotopy. We ask
whether the notion of paths (up to xed point homotopy) on an ellipti
urve E(C) may be desribed by its natural algebrai properties. Paths
up to xed point homotopy are usually thought of in the ontext of
the Poinaré's fundamental groupoid, whih an be thought of as a
2-funtor. Hene, we may reformulate the question as: Is the funda-
mental groupoid funtor on the omplex algebrai varieties determined
by its natural algebrai properties up to natural equivalene and an au-
tomorphism of the soure ategory? Proposition 2 is a partial positive
answer to this question.
Proposition 2 (Universality of fundamental groupoid funtor). Let E
and a number eld k be as above. Let E be the full subategory of Var/Q
onsisting of Cartesian powers of E.
Let Ω : E → Groupoids be a funtor satisfying onditions (1)-(3) of
Denition 1 below (unique path-lifting along étale morphisms, preser-
vation of diret produt, et).
Assume further that
(4) Ω(E) is a onneted groupoid
(5) there is an isomorphism
Ω0,0(E) := {γ ∈ Ω(E) : s(γ) = t(γ) = 0} ∼= Z
2
as EndE-modules.
Then, for E with no omplex multipliation, there exists an automor-
phism σ ∈ Gal(Q/k) suh that the funtors Ω, pitop1 |Q◦σ : E→ Groupoids
are naturally equivalent:
Ω ∼= pi
top
1 |Q ◦ σ
If E has omplex multipliation, then there exists nitely many fun-
tors F1, ...,Fn : E→ Groupoids satisfying onditions (1)-(5) above suh
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that for any funtor Ω satisfying (1)-(5) above there exists a Galois au-
tomorphism σ ∈ Gal(Q/k) and a number 0 < i < n + 1 suh that Ω
and Fi ◦ σ are naturally equivalent.
Here Ptpitop1 |Q
(V ) = V (Q) and
Ωpitop1 |Q
(V ) = {γ ∈ pitop1 (V (C)) : s(γ), t(γ) ∈ V (Q)}
is the restrition of pitop1 to Q-rational points.
We prove Proposition 2 by reduing it to Proposition 1.
1.3. Kummer theory and Galois representations. We prove Propo-
sitions 1 and 2 by a rather simple indution based on Kummer theory
and the image of Galois ation on Tate module. The full proof is arried
out in in 3; here we just present an argument showing how these arith-
meti results may be relevant. For simpliity assume EndE = Z and
onsider an extensionH →ϕ E(Q). Take a pair λ1, λ2 ∈ Λ of generators
of abelian group Λ = kerϕ; the extension then gives rise to the innite
sequenes (ϕ(λ1/n))n, (ϕ(λ2/n))n whih an be thought of as elements
of Tate module
∏
l Tl(E). If we take another extension H
′ →ϕ
′
E(Q),
we an obtain similar sequenes ((ϕ(λ′1/n))n, (ϕ(λ
′
2/n))n. If the ex-
tensions H →ϕ E(Q) and H ′ →ϕ
′◦σ E(Q) are isomorphi for some
σ ∈ Gal(Q/k) and an isomorphism ′ : H → H ′ takes (λ1, λ2) to (λ
′
1, λ
′
2),
then these pairs of sequenes are onjugated by Galois ation. Were
Gal(Q/k) = SL2(Zˆ), it would be so for any two linearly independent
pairs (λ1, λ2) and (λ
′
1, λ
′
2) of generators.
If Gal(Q/k) is of nite index in SL2(Zˆ), then it is suient to take
λ′1, λ
′
2 suh that ϕ
′(λ′1/N) = ϕ(λ1/N), ϕ
′(λ′2/N) = ϕ(λ2/N), for some
N large enough; that is possible due to surjetivity of ϕ′ and the unique
divisibility of H ′.
1.4. Model theory: motivations and generalisations. The re-
sults of this note appear naturally in a model-theoreti framework of
logially perfet strutures developed by Zilber [Zilb℄; in this way
they have been obtained in the author's DPhil thesis [Gav05℄. We be-
lieve that the ontext and tehniques of model theory are essential to
generalise our results to other varieties and elds of arbitrary ardinal-
ity inluding the eld of omplex numbers. However, in this note we do
not disuss the model theoreti motivations and tehniques; we refer to
the the author's DPhil thesis [Gav05℄ for that. The note presents only
those results of the thesis whih an be stated and proven in a model-
theory free fashion; in partiular, the note omits the disussion of the
Shafarevih onjeture on holomorphi onvexity of universal overing
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spaes and the ase semi-Abelian varieties of higher dimension. The
results follow a line originated by Zilber [Zila℄ treating fully the ase of
the multipliative group of an algebraially losed eld of harateristi
0.
We would appreiate referenes to any literature disussing similar
questions.
1.5. Struture of the paper. We state our results in detail in 2.
We prove Proposition 1 in 3. We establish the equivalene of the
algebrai approah of Proposition 1 and the topologial approah of
Proposition 2 in 4. We state a preise onjeture about Shimura urves
in 5.
2. Results
In this setion we state our results in full, and hint on a onnetion
between the reformulations.
2.1. Uniquely divisible extensions of Abelian groups. Let E be
an ellipti urve dened over a number eld k ⊂ Q ⊂ C, and let
0 −−−→ Λ −−−→ C
p
−−−→ E(C) −−−→ 0.
be the universal overing of E(C). Let 0 ∈ E(k) denote a k-rational
point whih is zero of the additive group E(C).
Proposition 1. Assume that all the endomorphisms of E are denable
over k. If EndE = Z, then the Galois group Gal(Q/Q) ats transitively
on the set of uniquely divisible abelian extensions Ext1
AbGroups
(E(Q),Λ)
of E(Q) by Λ ∼= Z2. If EndE 6= Z, then there are at most nitely
many orbits in uniquely divisible extensions in Ext1EndE-mod(E(Q),Λ)
of EndE-modules.
We onjeture the proposition holds for any algebraially losed eld
of zero harateristi, i.e. the ation of Aut(K¯/Q) on the set of uniquely
divisible abelian extensions in Ext1(E(K¯),Λ). Zilber [Zila℄ proves the
transitivity of the Aut(K¯/Q)-ation on Ext1(K¯∗,Z) for arbitrary alge-
braially losed eld K = K¯ of harateristi 0.
Remark that the set of non-equivalent extensions Ext1EndE-mod(E(Q),Λ)
is of ardinality 2ℵ0 . Also note that the injetivity of the pronite om-
pletion Λ̂ of the kernel Λ implies Ext1
ÊndE-mod
(E(Q), Λ̂) = 0 making the
proposition trivially true in this ase.
A way to think of it is that the proposition laims that it is pos-
sible to desribe the universal overing spae of an ellipti urve in a
purely algebrai way, admittedly with respet to a rather weak, linear
struture on it.
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2.2. Relation between Propositions 1 and 2. Here we interpret
Proposition 1 as a universality property of the Poinaré fundamental
groupoid funtor. Identify points in C and homotopy lasses of paths
in E(C) starting at 1 via the period map γ 7−→
∫
γ
dz. Then the addition
on C orresponds to point-wise addition of paths, and dividing by n
orresponds to path-lifting along the étale morphism nx : E(C) →
E(C). Using this orrespondene, we interpret the unique divisibility
of C as the unique path-lifting property along étale morphisms from
E(C) to E(C).
These observations allow us to reformulate the previous result as an
algebrai haraterisation of the Poinaré's fundamental groupoid of a
omplex ellipti urve, i.e. that the notion of paths (up to xed point
homotopy) on a omplex ellipti urve E(C) may be desribed by its
natural algebrai properties.
A preise reformulation of the question is: Is the fundamental groupoid
funtor on the omplex algebrai varieties determined by its natural al-
gebrai properties up to natural equivalene and an automorphism of
the soure ategory? Proposition 2 provides a partial positive answer
to this question; the proposition is just an equivalent reformulation of
Proposition 1.
2.3. The universality property of the Poinaré's fundamental
groupoid funtor. In this subsetion we introdue in detail the no-
tions of ategory theory appropriate to state Proposition 2.
2.3.1. The example: fundamental groupoid funtor pitop1 (E(C)) as a
two-funtor. It is onvenient to onsider 2-funtors instead of funtors
to groupoids; the notions are equivalent. Before dening a 2-funtor
formally, we illustrate the notion by an example of Grothendiek [Gro℄.
The path 2-funtor Ω on the ategory Top of topologial spaes is a
tuple (Pt,Ω, s, t, ·) onsisting of a funtor of points Pt : Top → Sets
and a paths funtor Ω : Top→ Sets together with the following data:
(1) Pt(T ) is the set of points of topologial spae T and the morphism
Pt(f) : Pt(T1)→ Pt(T2) is f : T1 → T2 as a map of sets.
(2) Ω(T ) is the set of all paths in topologial spae T , i.e. ontin-
uous funtions γ : [a, b] → T , a, b ∈ R; similarly Ω(f), f ∈
Hom Top(T1, T2) is the map taking a path γ : [a, b] → T1 into
f ◦ γ : [a, b]→ T2.
(3) sT , tT : Ω(T )→ Pt(T ) are funtions from the set of paths in T to
their endpoints in T ; the funtion s(γ) = γ(a) (soure) gives the
beginning point of a path γ, and the funtion t(γ) = γ(b) (target)
gives the ending point of path γ.
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(4) ·T : Ω(T )×Ω(T )→ Ω(T ) is the partial operation of the onatena-
tions of paths, taking γ1 : [a, b]→ T , γ2 : [b, c]→ T into γ = γ1γ2,
γ|[a,b] = γ1, γ|[b,c] = γ2.
Thus, a 2-funtor from Top to Sets onsists of two funtors Pt,Ω :
Top → Sets, and two natural transformations s, t : Ω → Pt from
funtor Ω to Pt; s stands for soure and t stands for target. For eah
T , there is also a funtorial assoiative operation ·T dened on Ωx,y(T )×
Ωy,z(T ) → Ωx,z(T ), where Ωx,y(T ) = {γ ∈ Ω(T ) : s(γ) = x, t(γ) = y},
et; the operation · makes Ωx,x(T ) into a group; in the example above,
Ωx,x(T ) is the set of all loops in T based at x ∈ T .
In partiular, for eah T the set Ω(T ) arries the struture of a
groupoid; in fat, it is onventional to onsider Ω as a funtor to the
ategory of groupoids.
If in item (2) we dene Ω(T ) to be the set of all paths up to xed
point homotopy, then we obtain the notion of the fundamental groupoid
funtor. The advantage of the original denition is that one may try
and dene n-funtors desribing n-dimensional homotopies on topo-
logial spae T , f. Grothendiek [Gro℄ for motivations; Voevodsky-
Kapranov [VK91℄ propose an exat denition. Grothendiek [Gro℄ ex-
plains that it is essential not to insist on strit assoiativity et, but
rather to onsider all the identities to hold up to a homotopy of higher
dimension. This may be useful to generalise Proposition 2.
2.3.2. Abstrat fundamental groupoid funtors. Here we dene the path-
lifting property for a 2-funtor, and an abstrat fundamental groupoid
funtor as a funtor preserving diret produts, possessing the path-
lifting property and with a partiular funtor of points.
Denition 1. Let Ω be a 2-funtor from a subategory E of the ategory
of varieties over an algebraially losed eld K, into Sets. We say Ω
is an abstrat fundamental groupoid K-valued funtor if Ω satises
the following properties:
(1) the funtor Pt is the funtor of K-rational points:
Pt(X) = X(K) =MorVar/K(0, X)
(here 0 denotes a single point variety dened over k)
(2) the funtor Ω preserves the diret produt:
Ω(X × Y ) = Ω(X)× Ω(Y )
Ω(f × g) = Ω(f)× Ω(g)
sX×Y = sX × sY , tX×Y = tX × tY
(γ1 × γ2) ·X (γ
′
1 × γ
′
2) = (γ1 ·X γ
′
1)× (γ2 ·X γ
′
2)
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(the diret produt is taken in the ategory of Sets.)
(3) unique path-lifting property: if p ∈ Hom E(X, Y ) is an étale mor-
phism of algebrai varieties, then for any points x, y ∈ Pt(X) the
map
Ω(p) :
⋃
y∈Pt(X)
Ωx,y(X)→
⋃
z∈Pt(Y )
Ωp(x),z(Y )
is a bijetion.
2.3.3. Universality of the fundamental groupoid funtor. Let
E ⊂ V, ObE = {En : n > 0}, MorE(X, Y ) =MorVar/K(X, Y )
be the full subategory of the ategory of varieties whose objets are
the Cartesian powers of E inluding E0 = 0 a variety onsisting of the
single point 0. By the denition of a full subategory, the morphisms
of E are morphisms of varieties between the objets of E.
The Galois group Gal(Q/k) ats on the ategory E; the ation leaves
the objets invariant but permutes the morphisms. Reall we assume
that all endomorphisms of E preserving 0 ∈ E(k) are dened over its
eld k of denition.
Reall a groupoid Ω(E) is onneted i for every x, y ∈ Pt(E) there
exists γ ∈ Ω(E) going from point x to point y, i.e. x = s(γ), y = t(γ).
The set of suh paths satisfying x = s(γ), y = t(γ) is denoted by
Ωx,y(E).
Using the notion of an abstrat fundamental groupoid funtor, we re-
state Proposition 2; then we show it is essentially equivalent to Proposi-
tion 1. The proof basially reonstruts the universal overing spae
V as the set of all paths
⋃
∗∈E(Q) Ω0,∗(E) leaving a partiular point;
funtoriality of Ω allows us to dene EndE-module struture on V ; the
unique path-lifting property of Ω ensures unique divisibility.
Proposition 2 (Universality of fundamental group funtor). Assume
that E is an ellipti urve dened over a number eld k and does not
have omplex multipliation. Let E be the full subategory of Cartesian
powers of E as above.
Let Ω be an abstrat fundamental groupoid Q-valued funtor on at-
egory E. Assume
(1) Ω(E) is a onneted groupoid
(2) there is an isomorphism
Ω0,0(E) ∼= Z
2
as EndE-modules.
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Then there exists an automorphism σ ∈ Gal(Q/k) suh that the 2-
funtors Ω, pitop1 |Q ◦ σ : E → Sets are naturally equivalent (as 2-
funtors),
Ω ∼= pi
top
1 |Q ◦ σ
E −−−→
Ω
Sets
σ
y wwnatural transformation
E
pitop1 |Q
−−−→ Sets
If E has omplex multipliation, then there exists nitely many ab-
strat fundamental groupoid Q-valued funtors F1, ...,Fn : E→ Groupoids
suh that for any other abstrat fundamental groupoid Q-valued fun-
tor Ω there exists a Galois automorphism σ ∈ Gal(Q/k) and a number
0 < i < n+ 1 suh that Ω and Fi ◦ σ are naturally equivalent.
Reall Ptpitop1 |Q
(V ) = V (Q) and Ωpitop1 |Q
(V ) = {γ ∈ pitop1 (V (C)) :
s(γ), t(γ) ∈ V (Q)}.
The ondition in the denition of an abstrat fundamental groupoid
funtor are somewhat reminisent of the onditions dening the sheme-
theoreti algebrai fundamental group pialg1 [SGA4
1
2
℄; however, there pialg1
takes values in the ategory of pronite groups, in partiular pialg1 (C
∗, 1) =
Zˆ, pialg1 (E(C), 0) = Zˆ
2
.
It is natural to onsider whether a path lies in an algebrai subvariety,
so if Ω is provide a useful notion of a path on E(C), the 2-funtor Ω
restrited to E should be able to express when (a representative of the
homotopy lass of) a path lies in an arbitrary algebrai subvariety. This
is indeed the ase:
Remark 3 (Reovering Ω(Z) for arbitrary losed subvariety Z of En).
The information ontained in the funtor pitop1 |E restrited to the full
subategory E of Cartesian powers of an ellipti urve is enough to
determine whether a path lies in a losed subvariety. The key fat
here is that for a normal subgroup H ⊳ pi1(E
n(C)), there exists an
H-Shafarevih morphism ShH : E
n → Em suh that for an arbitrary
irreduible Z ⊂ En(C), it holds Z ⊂ ker f i the image Im [pi1(Zˆ, z)→
pi1(E
n(C), z)] has a nite index subgroup ontained in H.
3. Extensions of E(Q) by Λ
In this setion we state and prove Proposition 2; the proof is a model
theoreti argument based on Kummer theory and the desription of
the image of Galois representation on Tate module T (E). However, we
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tried to be very expliit and have avoided any model-theoreti termi-
nology in the exposition of the proof. The only model theory left in the
proof is in the level of motivations; as was noted earlier, those model-
theoreti motivations are useful to try and generalise the formulation
to other varieties and ontexts in general.
3.1. Transitivity of Gal(K/Q) ation on the uniquely divisible
EndE-module extensions of E(Q) by Λ. To x notations for the
proof, we restate Proposition 1 in an expanded form.
Proposition 4. Let E(C),Λ be as above.
(1) There exists a uniquely divisible EndE-module V and a short exat
sequene of EndE-modules
0 −−−→ Λ −−−→ V −−−→ E(Q) −−−→ 0.
(2) (a) If E has no omplex multipliation and EndE = Z, then for
any uniquely divisible Z-module extensions W,V of E(Q) by
Λ, tting into the short exat sequenes as above, there exist
a ommutative diagram:
0 −−−→ Λ −−−→ V
ϕ
−−−→ E(Q) −−−→ 0
∃h|Λ
y ∃yh∈Hom(V,W )y∃σ∈Gal(Q/k)
0 −−−→ Λ −−−→ W
ψ
−−−→ E(Q) −−−→ 0
(b) If EndE 6= Z, then there exist nitely many uniquely di-
visible EndE-module extensions W1, ...,Wn of E(Q) by Λ,
tting into the short exat sequenes as above, suh that for
any uniquely divisible EndE-module extension V there exist
a ommutative diagram:
0 −−−→ Λ −−−→ V
ϕ
−−−→ E(Q) −−−→ 0
∃h|Λ
y ∃yh∈Hom(V,W ) y∃σ∈Gal(Q/k)
0 −−−→ Λ −−−→ Wi
ψi
−−−→ E(Q) −−−→ 0
Proof. By assumption there is a overing
0 −−−→ Λ −−−→ C
p
−−−→ E(C) −−−→ 0
The endomorphisms at on the omplex plane C by multipliation by
omplex numbers, and so in partiular C is a uniquely divisible EndE-
module. The set E(Q) of points of E over an algebraially losed sub-
eld is losed under addition and EndE-multipliation i.e. is an EndE-
submodule, neessarily uniquely divisible; so is then V = p−1(E(Q));
take that to obtain a short exat sequene as above. This proves (1).
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To prove (2), we use the Kummer theory of ellipti urves and the
Serre's results about the image of Galois representation on the torsion
points. Essentially, what we need is that all the restritions on the
image of the Galois ation on the Tate module
∏
l T (E) ome from the
geometry of E and in this ase, are linear. That is exatly what is
provided by the Kummer theory and other results we use.
Pik a maximal linearly independent set v0, v1, v2, .. ∈ V ; let Vn =
EndEv0+ . . .+EndEvn be the submodule generated by v0, . . . , vn, and
let QVn = (EndE)
−1Vn = {v : ∃N ∈ N(Nv ∈ Vn)} be its divisible
losure. We onstrut by indution a partial EndE-module linear map
hn : QVn → Wi induing a partial Galois map σn : ϕ(QV )→ E(Q) so
that h = ∪hn is an isomorphism of V and Wi; then the onstrution
implies σ = ∪σn is a total Galois map on E(Q) to E(Q), and thus
there is a ommutative diagram as above.
For a point a ∈ E(C), let us all a ompatible sequene of division
points starting at a a sequene (a(i))i∈N satisfying a
(i) = ja(ij), i, j ∈ N.
Compatible sequenes of division points starting at 0 ∈ E(Q) form a
Tate module T (E). A ompatible sequene of l-primary division points
is a subsequene (a(l
j))j∈N of a ompatible sequene of division points;
suh sequenes of l-primary points starting at 0 form l-adi Tate module
Tl(E).
3.2. The image of Galois representations on Tate module Tl(E).
3.2.1. Base of indution. Choose v0 ∈ Λ = kerϕ; thenQV0 = ϕ
−1(Etors),
where Etors = {x ∈ E(Q) : nx = 0 for some n ∈ N} is the set of torsion
points of E(Q).
As the base step of the indution, in this subsetion we onstrut a
ommutative diagram:
(1)
0 −−−→ Λ −−−→ V0
ϕ
−−−→ Etors −−−→ 0
h0
y yh0∈Hom(V0,W )yσ∈Gal(Q/k)
0 −−−→ Λ −−−→ W
ψ◦τi
−−−→ Etors −−−→ 0
where τ1, ..., τn is some xed nite olletion of EndE-endomorphisms of
Etors independent of V,W . For urves without omplex multipliation,
there is no need to onsider τi's, i.e. n = 1, τ1 = id.
Note that when E has omplex multipliation, the diagram above
is somewhat reminisent of a diagram appearing in the main theorem
of omplex multipliation [Shi71, Chapter 5, Theorem 5.4℄, also Lang
[Lan83℄. Global lass eld theory provides an expliit desription on
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the image of Galois ation in Aut(Etors) in terms of the ation of the
ring of idéles on some latties in the universal overing spae.
3.2.2. E has omplex multipliation. Pik an arbitrary isomorphism
h0 : Λ → Λ and extend it uniquely to h0 : V0 → W ; we may do so by
unique divisibility of V and W . Dene an EndE-morphism τ : Etors →
Etors by τ(x) = ψ◦h0◦ϕ
−1(x). The alulation ψ◦h0(y+Λ) = ψ◦h0(y)
shows it is well-dened; linearity of τ follows from that of ϕ, h0 and ϕ.
Ideally we would like to be able to hoose h0 : Λ → Λ so that
τ = τh : Etors → Etors is indued by a Galois automorphism. Here we
prove a weaker statement below.
Denote O = EndE and E[n] = {x ∈ E(Q) : nx = 0} the n-torsion
of E. The set E[n] is a free 1-dimensional O/nO-module ([Lan78,
Ch.815,Fat 1℄), and AutO(E[n]) = AutO/nO−mod(E[n]) ∼= (O/nO)
∗
,
where (O/nO)
∗
denotes the group of invertible elements in (O/nO)
∗
.
An O-automorphism of Etors is given by a ompatible system of O-
automorphisms of E[n], n > 0; thus we see that there is an ation of
Oˆ = lim
n
O/nO on Etors as an EndE-module; the fat that AutO(E[n]) =
AutO/nO−mod(E[n]) ∼= (O/nO)
∗
implies that AutO(Etors) ∼= Oˆ.
Now we refer to a onsequene of the main theorem of omplex mul-
tipliation, namely that, in notation of [Lan78, Ch.815,Fat 2℄, the
image of Galois group
GK = Gal(K(Etors) : K)→
∏
((EndE)l)
∗
is open of nite index, i.e. ImGK is a nite index subgroup of Oˆ
∗ =∏
lO
∗
l . Choose τ1, ..., τn to be representatives of onjugay lasses
O∗/
ImGK ; we then have that for some i τiτ = σ ∈ ImGK ; this hoie
of h0, σ = τiτ makes the diagram (1) ommutative, as required.
3.2.3. E does not have omplex multipliation. Assume that E does
not have omplex multipliation, i.e. EndE ∼= Z; identify EndE = Z,
T (E) = Zˆ2, and Aut(T (E)) = SL2(Zˆ). The maps ϕ : V → E(Q),
ψ : W → E(Q) dene embeddings ιϕ : Λ→ T (E), ιψ : Λ→ T (E) by
ιϕ : λ 7→ (ϕ(λ/j))j∈N,
ιψ : λ 7→ (ψ(λ/j))j∈N.
The images ιϕ(Λ), ιψ(Λ) of the both maps are dense in T (E) due to
the surjetivity of ϕ, ψ : QΛ→ Etors.
Take a pair of elements λ0, λ1 ∈ kerϕ ∼= Λ generating Λ as an Abelian
group; we want to nd λ′0, λ
′
1 ∈ kerψ
∼= Λ and σ = σ0 ∈ Gal(Q/k)
suh that
σιϕ(λ0) = ιψ(λ
′
0),
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σιϕ(λ1) = ιψ(λ
′
1).
Under identiation kerϕ = Z2, sine vetors λ0, λ1 ∈ Z
2
gen-
erate lattie Z2, it holds that det(λ0, λ1) = 1. That implies that
det(ιϕ(λ0), ιϕ(λ1)) is a unit in Zˆ =
∏
l Zl. Similarly det(ιψ(λ
′
0), ιψ(λ
′
1))
has to be a unit in Zˆ.
By [Ber88, Theorem 3℄, the image of the Galois group Gal(Q/k)
in the automorphism group Aut(T (E)) = SL2(Zˆ) ontains an open
subgroup SL2(NZˆ) = ker
(
SL2(Zˆ)→ SL2(Z/NZ)
)
, for some N ∈ N
large enough. Now, there is L ∈ SL2(NZˆ) suh that L(u0) = u
′
0 and
L(u1) = u
′
1 i det(u0, u1) = det(u
′
0, u
′
1) and u0 ∈ u
′
0 + NZˆ, u1 =
u′1 +NZˆ. Thus it is enough to take Z-linearly independent λ
′
0, λ
′
1 suh
that ψ(λ′0/N) = ϕ(λ0/N) and ψ(λ
′
1/N) = ϕ(λ1/N). Neessarily then
det(ιψ(λ
′
0), ιψ(λ
′
1)) is a unit. This implies that det(λ
′
0, λ
′
1) = 1 and
thus, λ′0, λ
′
1 generate Z
2
. The latter statement is independent of the
identiation kerψ = Z2, and this onludes the proof in the ase of
no omplex multipliation.
3.3. Kummer theory.
3.3.1. The main statement of the Kummer theory for an ellipti urve.
Let us state the main lemma in a form onvenient to us to make an
indutive proess; that is a form natural from the model-theoreti point
of view and orresponds to the property of atomiity of ertain formulae
over the kernel.
Lemma 5 (Kummer theory for an ellipti urve). Let E be an ellip-
ti urve dened over a number eld k. Let a1, . . . , an ∈ E(Q) be a
sequene of points linearly independent over EndE. Then there ex-
ists N ∈ Z suh that any two ompatible sequenes (a
(i)
1 , . . . , a
(i)
n )i∈N,
(b
(i)
1 , . . . , b
(i)
n )i∈N of division points in E(Q) starting at a1, . . . , an and
suh that a
(N)
1 = b
(N)
1 , . . . , a
(N)
n = b
(N)
n , are Gal(Q/k)-onjugated by
σ ∈ Gal(Q/k),
σ(a
(j)
i ) = b
(j)
i , for all 0 6 i 6 n, j ∈ N.
Proof of Lemma. See Bashmakov [Bas72℄ for original results for ellipti
urves; see [Rib79, JR87, Rib87℄ for Kummer theory of Abelian vari-
eties, and see [Ber88℄ for a summary of results of Kummer theory of
Abelian varieties; we quote [Ber88, Theorem 2℄ from that paper.
We now introdue the notations of Bertrand [Ber88, Theorem 2℄.
Let G = A × L be a produt of an Abelian variety by a torus L
so that after a nite extension of k it satises Poinaré's omplete
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reduibility theorem (as a variety over k). Let l denote a prime. Let
Gl∞ = {x ∈ G(k¯) : ∃n l
nx = 0} be the l∞-torsion of G. For a point
P ∈ G(k), let GP be the smallest algebrai subgroup of G ontaining P ,
i.e. the Zariski losure of subgroup ZP of G, and let G◦P be its onneted
omponent through the origin, and nally let
ξl∞(P ) : Gal(k¯/k(Gl∞ , P )) −→ Tl∞(A× L)
σ 7−→ σ(Pl∞)− Pl∞ , for some Pl∞ ∈ Tl∞(A× L).
It an be heked by diret omputation the map ξl∞(P ) : Gal(k¯/k(Gl∞ , P )→
Tl∞(A× L) does not depend on the hoie of Pl∞ ∈ Tl∞(A× L).
Let T (G◦P ) be the sequenes of T (E) onsisting of elements of G
◦
P ;
then, aording to [Ber88, Theorem 2℄, the image of ξ∞(P ) =
∏
l ξl∞
has nite index in T (G◦P ) =
∏
l Tl∞(A × L), i.e. the image ontains
NT (G◦P ), for some natural number N ∈ N large enough.
We laim that if we take G = En, P = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ E
n(Q), then N
above is N required in Lemma. By the result ited above, it is enough
to prove that if a1, . . . , an ∈ E(Q) are EndE-linearly independent, then
G◦P = E
n
.
An algebrai subgroup of En is neessarily an Abelian subvariety;
by the Corollary of Poinaré's omplete reduibility theorem (Lemma 6
below) if dimG◦P 6= E
n
, then for somem ∈ N, the onneted omponent
of G◦P/m lies in the kernel of some non-trivial morphism f : E
n →
Em. The kernel of f satises the EndE-linear relation orresponding
to f : En(k¯) → En(k¯) as a morphism of EndE-modules. Sine by
assumption P satises no EndE-linear relation, this is a ontradition,
and G◦P = E
n
.
3.3.2. Any Abelian subvariety is a onneted omponent of the kernel
of a morphism. The following Lemma has been just used to relate the
more geometri formulation of Bertrand [Ber88℄ and the more expliit
statement of Lemma 5 following Bashmakov [Bas72℄ and Ribet [Rib79℄
spei to Abelian varieties.
Lemma 6 (Corollary of Poinaré's omplete reduibility theorem). Let
B ⊂ En be an irreduible Abelian subvariety. Then there is a morphism
f : En → Em suh that B is a onneted omponent of ker f .
In partiular, this implies that an Abelian subvariety B 6= En satises
a non-trivial End -linear relation.
Proof. By Poinaré's reduibility theorem, there exist an Abelian sub-
variety B′ ⊂ En suh that B(k¯) +B′(k¯) = En(k¯) and the intersetion
B(k¯) ∩ B′(k¯) is nite. This implies there is an isogeny f : B × B′ →
En, (x, y) → (x + y), and f(B) = B. There exists another isogeny
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f ′ : En → B × B′ suh that f ′ ◦ f = [m] is a multipliation by a nat-
ural number m ∈ N; let Bm and B
′
m be the onneted omponents of
B/m ⊂ En and B′/m ⊂ En, respetively, passing through the origin.
Then we know that mBm = ff
′(Bm) = B, mB
′
m = ff
′(B′m) = B
′
but also f ′(Bm) and f
′(B′m) do not interset within B × B
′
; to on-
lude, Bm, B
′
m ⊂ E
n
and Bm ∩ B
′
m = ∅ and Bm + B
′
m = E
n
. Let
p2 : B × B
′ → B′ be the projetion on the seond oordinate; sine 0
is a onneted omponent of ker f , it implies that Bm is a onneted
omponent of kernel of f ◦ p2 ◦ f
′ : En → En and B is a onneted
omponent of f ◦ p2 ◦ f
′ ◦ [m] : En → En. 
This onludes the proof of the lemma 5 stating the Kummer theory
for an ellipti urve. 
3.3.3. An indutive argument based on Kummer theory. Assume now
that we are on indutive step n−1, i.e. we have dened an EndE-linear
map hn−1 : QVn−1 → W and σn−1 ∈ Gal(Q/k), hn−1(vi) = wi, 0 < i <
n suh that ψ(hn−1(v)) = σn−1ϕ(v) for every v ∈ QVn−1. Consider a
ompatible system (ϕ(v1/j))j, . . . , (ϕ(vn/j))j , j ∈ N of division points
in E(Q), and take N as in Kummer theory Lemma 5. By the indu-
tion hypothesis we have σn−1ϕ(v1/j) = ψ(v1/j), . . . , σn−1ϕ(vn−1/j) =
ψ(vn−1/j) for any j. Choose wn ∈ W suh that σn−1ϕ(vn/N) =
ψ(wn/N); that is possible by surjetivity of ψ : W → E(Q). By Kum-
mer theory lemma, forN large enough, there exists σ′ ∈ Gal(Q/k) suh
that σ′σn−1ϕ(v1/j) = ψ(v1/j), . . . , σ
′σn−1ϕ(vn−1/j) = ψ(vn−1/j), and
σ′σn−1ϕ(vn/j) = ψ(wn/j); let σn = σ
′σn−1. By onstrution we have
that σn|ϕ(QVn−1) = σn−1|ϕ(QVn−1) and σnϕ(vi/j) = ψ(vi/j), 0 < i < n+1.
This implies σnϕ(v) = ψ(v) for arbitrary v ∈ QVn, thereby ompleting
the indution step.
After ountably many steps we onstrut a total EndE-linear map
h = ∪hn : V → W and σ : ϕ(V ) → E(Q). Sine ϕ(V ) = E(Q), the
Galois map σ is dened on the whole of E(Q). Sine Galois map σ is
surjetive, this implies h : V → W is surjetive, too. This ompletes
the proof of Proposition 1.
The last argument ould in fat have been avoided by a little more
areful indutive onstrution of h: instead of always hoosing wn to
math ϕ(vn) we ould have on odd steps pik an arbitrary wn and then
hosen vn so that σn(ϕ(vn)) = ψ(wn) while on even steps preserving the
old behaviour. It is very easy to fore surjetivity of the onstruted
map h : V → W this way; it is a very ommon argument in model
theory alled a bak-and-forth argument. 
3.4. Conluding Remarks.
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3.4.1. Image of Galois representation.
Remark 7. Note that for the arguments in 3.2 it is essential that the
image of the Galois ation is as large as possible subjet to linear depen-
denies. However, this is something spei to ellipti urves and false
for higher dimensional Abelian varieties: one needs to take are of a
sympleti form. This observation shows that the straightforward gen-
eralisation to higher dimensional Abelian varieties is false. See [Gav05,
IV7℄ for a disussion of a way to do that.
3.4.2. Kummer theory. Remark 7 says that in higher dimensions, the
base of the indution breaks down due to additional restritions on the
image of the Galois ation. This does not happen in the the later steps
of the indution proess based on Kummer theory.
Remark 8 (Generalisations of Kummer theory argument). Sine Kum-
mer theory is known in muh larger generality, say for a produt of arbi-
trary Abelian varieties, omplex tori C∗ and omplex lines C ([Ber88℄),
it seems straightforward to generalise the Kummer theory argument
above to suh a produt A. Thus, one would prove that if there exists
h0 : kerϕ→ kerψ and a Galois map σ0 : E(k(T (E))→ E(k(T (E))) in
Gal(k(T (E))/k) suh that ϕ◦σ0 = h0 ◦ψ, then there exists h : V → W
and σ ∈ Gal(Q/k) making the diagram (2a) ommute. That is, a mor-
phism between kernel from Λ ⊂ V to Λ ⊂ W extends to a morphism
on the whole of V . Model-theoretially, this means that the types of the
points of universal overing spae lying over algebrai points A(Q) is
atomi over the kernel in the linear language.
Remark 9 (Failure of Kummer theory for extensions of Abelian vari-
eties by tori). Aording to Ribet [Rib87, JR87℄, Kummer theory may
fail for non-trivial extensions of Abelian varieties by (C∗)n due to ex-
istene of an additional morphism; he gives a motivi interpretation
in [Rib87℄. It is natural to ask if an analogous argument ould still be
arried despite the failure of Kummer theory. To state a orret on-
jeture, we may need to use more general onsiderations of [Gav05℄.
4. Fundamental groupoid funtor
In this setion we derive Proposition 2 from Proposition 1 by arrying
out a formal ounterpart of a natural topologial onstrution of a
universal overing spae.
4.1. Uniqueness of extensions implies the universality of the
fundamental groupoid funtor. In this  we show that Proposi-
tion 1 implies Proposition 2. We do so by expliitly onstruting an
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extension as in Proposition 1 from a 2-funtor as in Proposition 2, and
then showing that the equivalene of onstruted extensions implies
the equivalene of 2-funtors.
The onstrution is a formalisation of the geometri observation that
the universal overing spae with a basepoint an be anonially iden-
tied with the set of homotopy lasses of paths leaving the basepoint
of the base. The identiation is via the unique path-lifting property
of the overing map, and depends only on the hoie of a basepoint in
the universal overing spae. In ase of the universal overing spae C
of E(C), the orrespondene is given by the period map
γ 7−→
∫
γ
dz.
4.1.1. Reovering V as the universal overing spae from the 2-funtor
Ω. Let Ω = (Pt,Ω, s, t, ·) be a 2-funtor from E to Sets satisfying the
onditions of Denition 1. We want to onstrut an extension
0 −−−→ Z2 −−−→ VΩ
ϕ
−−−→ E(Q) −−−→ 0
of EndE-modules. The topologial intuition above suggests that we set
V = VΩ =
⋃
y∈Pt(E)
Ω0,y(E) = {γ ∈ Ω(E) : s(γ) = 0} (disjoint union),
ϕ(γ) = t(γ)
where 0 ∈ E(k) is the zero point of the ellipti urve E.
4.1.2. Abelian group struture on Ω(E). The funtoriality of Ω trans-
fers EndE-module struture on E(Q) to that on V ; namely, let us hek
that the maps Ω(f), f ∈ EndE, and Ω(m), where m : E × E → E is
the morphism of addition on E, dene EndE-module struture on V ,
or rather that their restrition to V does.
By assumption the funtor Ω preserves diret produts so Ω(E×E) =
Ω(E)× Ω(E), and thus there is a map
Ω(m) : Ω(E)× Ω(E)→ Ω(E).
Maps s, t are natural transformations of Ω to Pt (as funtors to Sets)
and so s◦Ω(m) = Pt(m)◦s, t◦Ω(m) = Pt(m)◦t is the map of addition
on end-points. Therefore,
Ω(m)(Ωx,y(E)× Ωv,w(E)) ⊂ Ωx+v,y+w(E)),
and in partiular
Ω(m)(Ω0,y(E)× Ω0,z(E)) ⊂ Ω0,y+z(E)).
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Thus Ω(m) : V × V → V gives us a binary operation. It is straightfor-
ward to show that the preservation of diret produt and funtoriality
implies that Ω(m) makes Ω(E) into an Abelian group. Let us hek
this.
By denition, assoiativity of m : E × E → E means that m ◦
(m × idE) = m ◦ (idE × m) : E × E × E → E; by preservation of
diret produt this implies Ω(m)◦ (Ω(m)× idE) = Ω(m)◦ (idE×Ω(m))
and so Ω(m) is assoiative. Similarly, ommutativity of m means m ◦
(id1 × id2) = m ◦ (id2 × id1) : E × E → E; that similarly implies the
ommutativity of Ω(m). In the language of morphisms, the existene
of a zero for the additive law translates to the existene of a morphism
0 : {0} → E subjet to the identies: m ◦ (id× 0) = p2 : {0} ×E → E
and m ◦ (0× id) = p1 : E × {0} → E orresponding to a ommutative
diagram:
E
E × E


{0} ×E

?????
//
Apply Ω to get Ω(m) ◦ (Ω(id) × Ω(0)) = Ω(p2) : Ω({0}) × Ω(E) →
Ω(E) and Ω(m) ◦ (Ω(0) × Ω(id)) = Ω(p1) : Ω(E) × Ω({0}) → Ω(E).
Preservation of diret produt implies Ω(m) ◦ (id × Ω(0)) = Ω(p2) :
Ω({0}) × Ω(E) → Ω(E) and Ω(m) ◦ (Ω(0) × id) = Ω(p1) : Ω(E) ×
Ω({0})→ Ω(E). This implies that Ω(0)(Ω({0})) is a zero point in V .
Existene of (right) inverse orresponds to the existene of a mor-
phism i : E → E subjet to the following ommutative diagram:
E −−−→ {0}
(idE ,i)
y y0
E ×E −−−→
m
E
Again funtoriality ensures that Ω(i) satises a similar diagram, thus
proving the existene of inverses.
The above heks that Ω(m) is an assoiative ommutative partial
operation on Ω(E) possessing a zero element and inverses; it is imme-
diate to hek V is losed under Ω(m) and inverse Ω(i), and so is a
group.
4.1.3. Ation of fundamental group Ω0,0(E) on V via onatenation
and by Ω(m)-multipliation. Take a loop λ ∈ Ω0,0(E) and γ ∈ Ω0,y;
then both onatenation and Ω(m)-produt of λ and γ are well-dened;
let us show that λ · γ = Ω(m)(λ× γ):
Ω(m)(λ× γ) = Ω(m)(λ · 0× 0 · γ) = Ω(m)(λ× 0) ·Ω(m)(0× γ) = λ · γ.
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The latter equality follows from the inverse element equality of mor-
phisms m(id × 0) = m(0 × id) = id. In the lassial example, this
observation orresponds to the following alulation:∫
γ1·γ2
dz =
∫
γ1
dz +
∫
γ2
dz =
∫
γ1γ2
dz.
Here γ1 · γ2 denotes the onatenation of the paths and γ1γ2 denotes
the pointwise produt of the paths.
4.1.4. Divisibility of EndE-module struture and path-lifting property.
Analogously, a morphism f ∈ EndE, Ω(f) : Ω(E) → Ω(E) denes a
map Ω(f) : Ω(E)→ Ω(E). Arguments similar to the ones above allow
us to prove that V is an EndE-module with the operations dened
above. Let us now prove that the path-lifting property implies that V
is uniquely divisible. Indeed, we know that any isogeny f ∈ EndE is
étale ([Mum70℄) and we may apply the path-lifting property to get a
bijetion
Ω(f) :
⋃
0∈Pt(E)
Ω0,y(E) //
⋃
z∈Pt(E)
Ω0,z(E).
That is, by denition of V , the map Ω(f) is a bijetion on V , and V is
uniquely divisible as required.
Finally, to get a short exat sequene as in Proposition 1, set ϕ(w) =
t(w). Then naturality of target map t implies ϕ(w) is homomorphism
of EndE-modules; the onnetivity of Ω(E) implies that ϕ is surjetive.
The kernel kerϕ of ϕ : V → E(Q) is Ω0,0(E) and is isomorphi to Z
2
by assumption.
4.1.5. Constrution of a natural transformation h′ : Ω → pitop1 |Q ◦ σ.
For notational onveniene, let Ω′ = (Pt,Ω′, s′, t′, ·′) denote the funtor
pitop1 |Q.
Let W →ψ E(Q) be the EndE-module extension onstruted from
Ω′ = pitop1 |Q in the same way. Sine V,W are both uniquely divisible
extensions of E(Q) by Z2, we may apply Proposition 1 to get an EndE-
linear map h : V →W and σ ∈ Gal(Q/k) suh that σ ◦ ϕ = ψ ◦ h.
We want to get a natural transformation h′ : Ω→ Ω′◦σ. Reall a nat-
ural transformation h′ : Ω→ Ω′ ◦σ is a family of maps (of sets with no
further struture) hΩA : Ω(A)→ Ω
′ ◦σ(A) and hPtA : Pt(A)→ Pt
′ ◦σ(A)
satisfying ertain ompatibly onditions expressed by ommutative di-
agremmes (2),(3),(4).
Dene hPtA : A(Q)→ A(Q) by h
Pt
A (x) = σ(x) ∈ Pt
′(A) = (σA)(Q) =
A(Q) to be the map indued by Galois automorphism σ : Q→ Q.
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By assumption of onnetivity of Ω(E), any γ ∈ Ω(E) an be repre-
sented as produt γ = γ−11 · γ2 where γ1, γ2, s(γ1) = s(γ2) = 0; dene
a map h′E : Ω(E) → Ω
′(E) by setting h′E(γ) = h(γ1)
−1 · h(γ2). If
γ−11 γ2 = γ
′−1
1 γ
′
2 then γ
−1
1 γ
′
1 = γ2γ
′−1
2 ∈ Ω0,0(E), and so
h(γ1)
−1 · h(γ2) = h((γ1γ
′−1
1 )γ
′
1)
−1 · h((γ2γ
′−1
2 )γ
′
2) =
h((γ−11 γ
′
1) + γ
′
1)
−1 · h((γ2γ
′−1
2 ) + γ
′
2) =
(h(γ−11 γ
′
1) + h(γ
′
1))
−1 · h(γ2γ
′−1
2 ) + h(γ
′
2) =
(h(γ′1))
−1 · h(γ′2) = h(γ
′−1
1 ) · h(γ
′
2),
whih proves that h′ is well-dened. Similar alulations hek that
h′E preserves onatenation ·E : h
′(γ · γ′) = h′(γ) · h′(γ′) for arbitrary
γ, γ′ ∈ Ω(E).
We dene h′En = h
Ω
En : Ω(E
n)→ Ω′(En) from an arbitrary Cartesian
power Ω(En) = Ω(E)n by h′E×E(γ × γ
′) = h′E(γ)× h
′
E(γ
′) et.
4.1.6. Cheking that h′ is a natural transformation of Ω into Ω′ ◦ σ.
To hek that h′ is a natural transformation of Ω to Ω′ ◦ σ, we need
to hek ommutativity of the following diagrams (note that σ on the
left-hand side is not a morphism but a funtor!):
(2)
En −−−→
Pt
En(Q)
σ
y yσEn
En
Pt
−−−→ En(Q)
A(Q) −−−→
Pt(f)
B(Q)
σA
y yσB
A(Q)
Pt(f◦σ)
−−−−→ B(Q)
(3)
En −−−→
Ω
Ω(En)
σ
y yh′En
En
Ω′
−−−→ Ω′(En)
Ω(A) −−−→
Ω(f)
Ω(B)
h′
A
y yh′B
Ω′(A)
Ω′(f◦σ)
−−−−→ Ω′(B)
(4)
Ω(A)
sA−−−→ Pt(A)
h′
A
y σAy
Ω′(A)
s′A−−−→ Pt(A)
Ω(A) −−−→
tA
Pt(A)
h′
A
y σAy
Ω′(A)
t′A−−−→ Pt(A)
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(5)
Ω(A)× Ω(A)
·A−−−→
partial
Ω(A)
h′
A
×h′
A
y h′Ay
Ω′(A)× Ω′(A)
·′A−−−→
partial
Ω′(A)
The rst pair (2) expresses that hPtA = (σA)A is a natural trans-
formation of set-valued funtors from Pt to Pt ◦ σ; the diagrams are
ommutative just by denition of the ation of σ ∈ Gal(Q/Q) on ate-
gory E. Analogously the seond pair (3) expresses that h′ is a natural
transformation of set-valued funtors Ω to Ω′ ◦ σ. The rst diagram in
(3) says that h′En is a map from Ω(E
n) to Ω′(σ(En)) = Ω′(σ(En)); the
seond one in (3) expresses the linearity of h′ with respet to the mor-
phisms of En → Em; that follows from EndE-linearity of h : V → V .
The third pair (4) expresses ompatibility of the end-point funtions
and h′A; for A = E, this follows from the main property σ ◦ s = s ◦ h
when restrited to W n ⊂ Ω(En), and that h′ preserves onatenation
·A; preservation of diret produts allows us to extend this to arbi-
trary Cartesian power En. The diagram (5) expresses the fat that h′
preserves onatenation; this is by the denition of h′.
This onludes the proof that h′ is a natural transformation and that
of derivation of Proposition 2 from Proposition 1. 
5. Shimura urves
Arithmetis of Shimura urves is well-studied. In partiular, for
Shimura urves, there is a quite expliit desription of Galois ation
analogous to the results on the Galois ation on the Tate module of an
ellipti urve: for urves without omplex multipliation it is a result
of Ohta ([Oht74℄, also [Cla03, Theorem 123, p. 90℄); for urves with
omplex multipliation this is implied by the expliit desription of
Galois group provided by the theory of omplex multipliation. We
thank A.Yafaev for pointing and explaining us those results. These
results motivate us to make the following onjeture.
Let S be a onneted Shimura urve dened over a number eld
k ⊂ Q, and let SC be full subategory of Var/Q onsisting of Cartesian
powers of nite étale overs of S. Assume that S has a k-rational point
O.
Reall we denote Ptpitop1 |Q
(V ) = V (Q) and Ωpitop1 |Q
(V ) = {γ ∈ pitop1 (V (C)) :
s(γ), t(γ) ∈ V (Q)} is the restrition of pitop1 to Q-rational points.
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Conjeture 10 (Universality of fundamental groupoid funtor). Let
Ω = (Pt,Ω, sV , tV , ·V ) be a funtor from ategory E to Groupoids suh
that
(1) the funtor of points of is the funtor of Q-rational points:
Pt(X) = X(Q) =MorSC(O,X), X ∈ SC.
(2) Ω preserves diret produt: Ω(X × Y ) = Ω(X)× Ω(Y ).
(3) Ω has the unique path-lifting property along étale morphisms: for
an étale morphism f : X → Y , a path γ ∈ Ω(Y ) and a point
x ∈ Pt(X) suh that Pt(f)(x) = s(γ), there exists a unique path
γ˜ ∈ Ω(X) suh that Ω(f)(γ˜) = γ and s(γ˜) = x.
Assume further that
(4) Ω(E) is a onneted groupoid
(5) there is an isomorphism
Ω0,0(S) := {γ ∈ Ω(S) : s(γ) = t(γ) = 0} ∼= pi
top
1 (S(C), O).
Then there exists an automorphism σ ∈ Gal(Q/k) suh that the fun-
tors Ω and pitop1 |Q ◦ σ : E→ Groupoids are naturally equivalent:
Ω ∼= pi
top
1 |Q ◦ σ
It is possible that only a weaker onlusion holds: there exists nitely
many funtors F1, . . . ,Fn satisfying (1)-(5) suh that for any funtor Ω
satisfying (1)-(5) there exists σ ∈ Gal(Q/k) suh that Ω◦σ is naturally
equivalent to one of F1, . . . ,Fn.
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